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Digital Natives
– Driving the Converged Information and Communication Market
Telecom, media and internet are coming together to create a whole new ecosystem, the
multimedia market place. By using their respective strengths and enablers, they give consumers new possibilities to enjoy, socialize, communicate and consume but also to make things
more convenient and efficient.
These three industries are now merging at a fast pace. Several of them can offer the
same services i.e. Internet can carry voice, Telecom can carry and show media content and
Media can be used for access to the Internet.
The usage of Internet has developed from being mainly information and content
oriented to becoming more and more communication and people related. Compared to two
years ago today’s consumers are much more open towards using Internet on the mobile phone
and the fact that communities constitute the main arena where young people interact, get
together and socialize makes the online ‘digital appearance’ extremely important.
The driving forces behind this multimedia market are digital natives who are born into
digital technology. They are used to the immediacy of hypertext, downloaded music, phones
in their pockets – available 24/7, a library on their laptops, connectivity anytime anywhere.
The life arc of a typical 21-year-old entering the workforce today has, on average, included
5,000 hours of video game playing, exchange of 250,000 e-mails, instant messages, and
phone text messages, 10,000 hours of mobile phone use. To that you can add 3,500 hours of
time online. (Source: FT, 2006)
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